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LIBRARY
Irate Team

Sports Editor Threatened
(Ed. Note: Following are letters received after the BEE GEE
NEWS sports editor commented
that the football schedule was
"little different from the one Bee
Gee breezed through last year
• . . Undefeated seasons (even
of this type) always look good
In the books. We still can't
help thinking that the fans are
owed lust a little bit more than
the present schedule promisee"
Shortly after the comment
was printed, personal threats
were sent to the sports editor.
The letters are printed exactly as received. Nothing has
been cut or changed. Although
it is against our policy to print
any apparently llbelous personal attack, we have done so
upon the approval of the Sports
Editor.)
"You just finished tailing me
you would print this, unleu you
do, wo wilt m.ke it known to the
ontiro student body that you
wouldn't print it!
B. Wheeler"
A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
By a former teammate of "Red"
Loomis, the sports columnist of
the Bee Gee News.
Three or four years ago a likely
looking prospect was a member of
the Bowling Green State University football squad by the name of
"Red" I.""tin.-. That is, he was a
member of the squad for three or
four workouts, it was early in
the season and coach Whittaker
thought he was > likely looking
candidate, but for some reason or
other "Red" didn't report for practice after those first few days. I
have often wondered just what
happened to Tommy, however for
the past year we members of the
football squad have drawn our own
conclusions. First, being so well
versed and trained in those few
days of football practice we have
found that Tommy is more valuable to the school as a columnist.
He has been on the inside, he
knows how it ought to be done,
everything from executing the
first fundamental of the game to
making out schedules.
Secondly
since he couldn't play the game,
(that usually seems to be the excuse of most sports columnists)
that gives him the right to criii/..' and condone everything about
the game. Third, I don't think,
and the football squad don't think
that "Red" had the necessary intestinal fortitude (guts to you)
to stick it out and really try to
make the squad.
I HAVE ASKED coach Whittaker about our next seasons football schedule and it seems to be
the same old story. Teams like
Miami, William and Mary, St.
Xavier, Dayton, and Ohio University will play Bowling Green providing they play the game on their
field. They will not come to Bowling Green because they take a
financial licking and we have also
beaten them physically, we have
even gotten more points than
they have occasionally and they
don't like that either. We have
to play teams that will come here
at least half the time. A schedule could very easily be made with
the best of teams, but all the
games would be away from home.
Rider and Mount Union will come
to Bee Gee to play, the other
schools had some excuse for not
coming here. Oklahoma City however would come here for the sum

of $6000.00, but where would we
get the money to pay them ? Eastern Kentucky will also play Bee
Gee here and they are a very
worthy opponent. According to
past records the last time the two
schools met the score was Bowling Green 0, Eastern Kentucky
46.
IF OUR SCHEDULE is so easy
next season "Red" why don't you
report for practice. 1 know the
equipment manager, Ray Whittaker would be only too happy to issue you a suit and we would certainly enjoy your efforts to make
next season
a success.
My
advise to you though is that
if you value your health don't
show up around the football practice field or you might be on the
receiving end of a very hard block
or tackle. You had better stay
up on the third floor of the Ad
Bldg. and look out the window
and write your column, however,
make it a constructive type of
work and not one of the yellow
journalism type. If you can't be
a booster keep your mouth shut
and your pen dry. We don't like
you or your articles.
Very truly yours,
Jack Woodland,
(Representing the
football squad)

Aqua Carousel Show TofliB: Tomorrow
• • *

• • •

Spotlights tomorrow night will
shine in the Natatorium as Swan
Club opens with its annual spring
pageant entitled. "Aqua Carousel." The theme for the 3-night
showing is centered around a circus including side shows and featured acts.
A carnival atmosjihere will prevail as even the walls of the building will be decorated with six or
eight large pictures describing
each number of the pageant. In
the center of the pool, a large
merry-go-round will be floating.
Barker Bob Bashore and candy
hucksters will add to the audible
aspects of the program.

bathing beauty contest in which
the winner will bo chosen to ride
across the pool in the whito swan.
Iria Andrews. Director
The water carnival will be directed by Miss Iris Andrews with
Dorothy Luedtke as assistant.
Ilob Bashore, English instructor,
will be the narrator. This year's
Swan Club president is Katherinc
Erf, also president of the Alpha Xi
Delta sorority. Piano accompanist is Marty Mooth.
Admission will be 50 cents and
reserved seat tickets arc available
in the Natatorium lobby every afternoon from 1 to 5 p.m.

Hamlet Tickets
Available April 20

Turkiah Number Featured
Among the outstanding acts is
the Turkish number in which five
girls will do their interpretation of
the Persian Dunce. Other numbers include clowns, seals, aerialists, and dancing girls. All costumes and decorations are being
made by the Swan Club. Th«' climax of the program will bo the

The Qrass
Came

Up.'

An .answer to the above letter

APPEARING IN Aqua Carou.el ara Kay Erf, Jocelyn Ayer, and
Alberta Gardner.

See Qee /\feiud

Ticket sales for "Hamlet" will
begin April 20.
Tickets for
townspeople and faculty are one
dollar. Children of school age will
be charged 60 cent*. Students
may buy tickets for five cents
upon presentation of Ac Cards.

In Spite
Of Tour
Efforts

appears on Page 2.

Two Classes
Elect Leaders
Petitions of candidates for
sophomore and junior cluss offices
must be filed by Friday, April 8,
according to Sal Guidice, chairman of the election committee.
The election will be held Friday,
April 13.
All social fraternities and sororities and recognized independent residential organizations are
permitted to submit one candidate
for each office.
Seventy-five students must sign
a candidate's petition before his
name will be placed on the ballot.
The petition should be submitted
to the chairman of the election
committee.
The election will be conducted
under the procedure rules which
were set up last November.
Open campaigning is permitted,
but all signs and posters must bo
removed 24 hours after the close
of the election.
Election of senior class officers
and Student Senate officials will be
conducted April 22.

GRADUATE COUNCIL OK'S
NEW GRAD SCHOOL MAJOR
The Graduate Council has approved a new divisional major for
graduate students in Guidance and
Counseling.
The new major will draw its
courses mainly from education,
psychology, sociology, and speech,
and will prepare students to meet
the needs of guidance and counseling positions, chiefly in the
public schools.
Twelve hours of psychology, nine
hours of sociology and proficiency
in statistics are prerequisite to admission to the program.
The major will be under the direct supervision of a special committee of which Prof. Frank
Arnold is now chairman. Inquiries
may be directed either to him or
to the office of the Graduate
School.
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Pi Kappa Delta
Takes Trip
Bowling Green's Eta chapter of
the Pi Kappa Delta debate fraternity will leave Sunday, April 10,
for Bradley University, Pcoria,
Illinois,
lo
attend
the
lllth
Nntional Convention of the fraternity which will be held from
April 10*14, Chapters of this organization are located in 24 states
throughout the country. Competition in debate, oratory, extempore, und discussion will be held.
The convention will start Sunday evening, April 10, with a memorial indoctrination service followed by the first business meeting. Competition starts Monday
at 8:45 and the finals will be concluded Thursday noon.
Subjects for the National Convention Tournament will be:
1. Debate—Resolved: That the
Federal Government Should Adopt
a Policy of Equalising Educational Opportunity in Tux Supported
Schools by Means of Annual
Grants.
2. Extemporaneous Speaking—■
Planned Economy of Free Enterprise.
3. Discussion — The United
States Stand on Communism.
Entertainment for the group
will include a talent night and
formal dance Wednesday evening,
and a Convention Banquet at noon
Thursday.
Bowling Green will send Mitzi
Peterson, Dorothy Skriletz, Pat
Swineford, Joyce McGowan, Bob
Mallas, Lou Fernandez, and Lloyd
Pearson.
Mr. M. Harold Mikle
and Mr. Rny Yeagcr will accompany the team as faculty advisers.
The convention is held every
two years, its last assembly being
at BGSU.

S|ummer School Plans Listed
Information on the 1949 summer school was announced recently by the Registrar's Office and
the Dean of Student's Office. .
Official registration for the session will be held June 13 with
classes beginning on June 14 and
continuing until commencement
Aug. 6. The pre-registration date
of April 11 only was emphasized
again. Pre-registration will be as
follows: College of Education,
Main Auditorium; Business Administration, PA Auditorium; and
Liberal Arts, Rec Hall.

al Problems of In Service Elementary Teachers July 11 to Aug. 5.

Fat Payable Before June 13
Estimated .fees, payable on or
before June 13, are 1(33.75 excluding lab fees.
Dormitories open for students
will be Shatzel for women and
North Dorm, Huts, and Stadium
Club for men.
Special workshops for elementary teachers this summer will be
Contemporary Educational Practices in the Elementary School on
June 18 to July 8 and Instruction-

The Business Office reports
that many of the students enrolled in chemistry courses last
semester, have not stopped at
the Business Office for their
laboratory refunds. Any student who paid the laboratory
deposit is entitled to any refund due him and the check
should be called for immediately. This does not apply to veteran students as (hey do not
pay the fee.

Theater Lectures
Whitford Kane will deliver
the first in a series of three lectures on the theater Thursday,
April 7, at 4 p.m. in the Rec
Hall.
Subject of the first talk is,
"From Gas Footlights to Tele
vision." The lecture is open to
the public.

Lab Feet

These workshops are planned to
serve teachers in service who are
unable to spend a major portion
of the summer in study but who
want to devote a shorter period of
concentrated study on
major
teaching problems.
Teacher Administration Workshop
A workshop for teacher administrators will be held June 15, 16,
and 17 on the subject of Pupil
Evaluation in the Public Schools.
Consultants for the conference
are: Dr. Frances Triggs, chairman
of Educational Records Bureau in
New York City; Dr. Howard R.
Anderson, chief of the Instructional Problems Section of U. S. Office of Education, Washington,
D. C.; and Dr. W. R. Flesher, director of Bureau of Educational
Research, Ohio State University,
Columbus.
An institute, sponsored by the
state, will be held during the summer session for health and physical education specialists to promote community health education
programs.

Wednesday, April 6. 1949

33rd Year

BGSU To Have Sunrise Service
Organ music will be heard over
the campus loud speaker system
Wednesday morning, April 13, date
set for a prc-F.nator sunrise service.
Beginning at 7 a.m., the service
Summer Theater in Huron, O., will he held in the Amphitheater If
will be conducted by the Speech the weather is clear, and in the
Auditorium if it is raining.
Department of HCSU from June
Harry Carney, „ student of
13 to Aug. II. This program will Yale and Oberlin and pastor of
bo under the direct ion of Prof. the Nankin Methodist Church, will
•be the speaker.
Frederick G. Walsh.
Former director of religious
The purposes of the program
are: to provide experience for education at Ashland, Mr. Carney
students who have chosen the the- has been active in directing draater for their vocation; and pro- matic productions for various colvido a fuller academic program in lege groups. After a period of
the summer months than has been study this summer, both he and
Mrs. Carney plan to leave next
previously possible.
Courses will be offered in be- fall for India.
Also included on the program
ginning theater practices, advanced theater practices, beginning will be music by the A Cappella
and advanced directing, acting, Choir and readings by students.
On Tuesday. April 12, at 11:30
stage construction, and stnge
lighting. Students may carry a p.m. Mr. Carney will be guest at
the Delta Gnnwm House and will
maximum of nine hours.
A program of seven plays will speak OH "The Meuning of Eastbe presented during the term of er."
the summer theater.
A limited
number of 20 students will be per- Graduate School
mitted to register for the plays.
Exams May 3-4
All interested students must
Dates for graduate school examsubmit an application with their
academic and theatrical activities. inations will be May 3 and 4, according to a recent announcement
by Dr. Emerson Shuck, director of
Scholarship Tests
the graduate school.
The examination is required
At BGSU May 7
from all students before entering
State scholarship tests for high the graduate school, Dr. Shuck
school students will be held at said.
Howling Green State University
Registration for the examination will be held on April 14. The
Saturday, May 7.
About 1260 students from this general examination will be given
area will take the tests, under the May 3, while the special examinadirection of Prof. Wayne S. Huff- tion will be May 4.
Dr. Shuck also stated that stuman, district chairman and a member of the State Advisory Board, dents going to professional school
examination
and Prof. W. C. Jordan, local should have this
score.
chairman.

Senate Approves Summer Theater
Plant Announced
Revisions In
Constitution
Senate members approved all
suggested revisions in the Senate's
constitution Monday night. Next
stop includes publication in the
BEE GEE NEWS of changes plus
an all-campus vote on the new revisions.
The NEWS will publish the constitution with revisions approved
by Senate before the constitution
issue comes to a vote.Nels Alexander, chairman of the
Student Union Advisory Committee reported on the Committee's
recent trip to Columbus. The student group discussed plans for
BGSU's new Student Union with
officials at Ohio State.
A student gripe on the "paylino" system at the Commons was
discussed.

600 To Attend
Science Day At
Bee Gee Saturday
Six hundred students from 22
counties of northwestern Ohio
are expected to attend the Eighth
Annual High School Science Day
at BGSU Saturday.
Prof. Robert E. McKay is chairman of arrangements for the project, which is sponsored by the
University and the Northwestern
Ohio Junior Academy of Science.
O. A. Bowman of Findlay is chairman of the planning committee.
Exhibits, demonstrations, and
papers prepared by junior and senior high students will be entered in
six fields, including mathematics,
physics, chemistry, biology, general science, and a sixth division
consisting of other sciences limited to 10th, 11th, and 12th grades.
Nine Bowling Green faculty members will judge the entries.
Four other Ohio universities
will hold Science Day this week.
Students who earn superior ratings at the district contests will
take part in a state-wide science
day at Denison University on April
22.
bowling Green will award scholarships to two outstanding science students.

Kappa Sigma Candidate
Wins Ugly Man Contest

Science Meeting
The Ohio Academy of Science
will hold a meeting April 21, 22,
and 23 at Dennison University.
It will be attended by most of the
members of the various Bowling
Green Science Departments.
Prof. L. R. Fletcher of our Geography Department, Will present
a paper on "Some Observations
on the Distribution of Temperatures Over Ohio."

DUSER MALONE

"Duser" Malone, Kappa Sigma
fraternity candidate, placed first
in the campus Ugly Man Contest,
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity aponsoring the contest, announced today.
A total of $233 was collected in
the form of votes for contestants
for the coveted Ugly Man title.
Winning second place was Owen
Hess, Alpha Tau Ornegs candidate"Duser" won 8,156 votes and
Owen took 4,239 votes.
Pictures ranging from Hollywood-style glamour shots to weird
fraternity press agent concoctions
were displayed Thursday in the
"Well." Duser Malone won the
contest with a picture, a la Lena
the Hyena, made in a local studio.
All funds go to the Red Cross
Drive; a goal of 1300 was set up
by the Red Cross Committee.
A cup will be presented to the
winner in a later all-campus program in the Auditorium.

Open Jletfoi *7a *JUe Qoottatl 'learn
Open Utter to Jack Woodland
and the Bee Gee Football Team:
Normally I would hesitate to
enter into a discussion in which
such a personal issue as this is the
subject. My attempts at football
playing, it seems obvious, have
little to do with next year's schedule; but I feel that 1 must defend
myself concerning some of the
statements made above.
t am ut least heartened to learn
that Coach Whittaker considered
me a likely prospect for the football team, as I certainly wouldn't
huve guessed it. Your facts are
quite inaccurate.. I was out for
practice during the entire 1946
seuson, save for the final week
when I was excused because of a
knee injury, and for one period
of about three or four days during
the middle of the year when I was
being treated for a hip ailment.
The following spring I attended
prnctice until the last day although during this time I was not
once allowed to play on an offensive team in a scrimmage.
Since I wus not invited to early
practice the following year, a
session attended only (at the request of the coaching staff) by all
candidates deemed promising, I
made the obvious deduction that I
was not neded. You must admit
I would have had to have "guts"
to try to crash thoBe drills.

* •

•

es toward the football coaches or
the players, and blamed only my
own failure to show enough to
warrant a greater opportunity.
At that time, as I am a journalism major and was then, I turned
to writing sports. Incidentally,
any qualifications 1 may have as a
writer may definitely not be attributed to any experience on the
squid.
I have always attempted to do
my duty to the school and to support all athletic teams—including
football. The right to "critic!**
and condone" I have exercised in
what I have believed to be the best
interest of the team and the university. If my journalism is yellow, then I hesitate to even classify the above letter. I am under
the impression that freedom of
the press still exists to some extent and even on a college paper
cannot be abolished completely.
My respect for the Falcon football team has always been of the
highest nature and on numerous
occasions I have conveyed this
idea in print. I have no quarrel
with any member of the team and
actually am surprised at the attitude taken.
As to the question of my viewpoint on the schedule, it remains
the same. I have realized the
problems connected with making
a schedule and have stated them in
my column.
The following is
quoted from an issue of last fall:

• •

CERTAINLY THIS was a disappointment, but I held no grudg-

•

"THE LACK OF seating here

BEE GEE NEWS
Wednesday. April 6. 1949
View* And Opinion*
Page 2

"Small-Town Audience Spurs Our Symphony
AI End of Long Tour."
This headline appeared lasl Sunday on page
63 ol the Pittsburgh Post-Gazelle. We pass along
some of the information in this account of the
performance of the Pittsburgh Symphony at
BGSU:
The article calls Bowling Green "hot and
humid in summer and cruelly cold In winter."
Its chief Interest Is the Bowling Green State University . . .
"Bowling Green is no ivy-covered Institution,
physically or mentally. It Is only 35 years old.
It is alert and progressive. From its three
schools, Business AdminiitraWRITER
tion. Liberal Arts, and Education, pour each year well-eduPRAISES
cated and bright-eyed people.
STUDENTS
I know. I talked to many of
them. To them, music is a
living experience . . .
"Informality ruled, as it should at such a concert . . . there were boys In shirt sleeves and
there was more than one art student who
sketched the conductor or some instrumentalist .. .
"But the most amazing thing lo me was the
rapt attention given to every note of the music
... I must confess that I spent more lime looking
at the audience than at the orchestrg . . . music
is a part of these students' lives ... no one made
them attend the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
... It was a pleasure—a high spot in a wintry
season."
The article was written by Post-Gazette columnist Donald Stelnfirst.

Voting time is here again,
SO VOTE!
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KINGS AND QUEENS:
Super special pinning of the week—"Red"
Speicher of assorted fame, namely, basketball
and "President for a Day," pinned to Marge Pulschen, blond, blue-eyed Port Clinton-lte . . . and
a rash of plnnlngs brought on by the Sigma Chi
dance over the weekend—Curt Sykora and June
Savage—Stan Paskan and Joan Culbertson—Bill
Hetrick and Joanne Dorfmeyer—Les Myers to
Ohio State-esser Mary Ann Maple—Nils Lindqulst to Stephens College-berger Donna Flanagan . . . and a blinking blink for Mar Buchanan
via the government mall service—from Mike
Stoolmlller . . . and another pinning—Mac Otten,
also of assorted fame including basketball—
pinned Vlv Wise . . . Ralph Villers pinned Doris
Stlllwell of Mlngo function . . . and a ring—Jack
Duncan and Mary Lou Vincent . . . Donna Schumacher wears a ring from Jerry Lahey . . .
POME:
Little pay check. In a day.
You and I will go away
To some gay and festive spot'
I'll return but you will not
SUPER SPECIAL AWARD DIVISION
(praise and such):
The bucket o' suds and carton of tobacco flowers to Kappa Sigma fraternity for their wonderful
backing of all campus projects and to the North
Dorm Association for a fine move on behalf of
their fellow students . . .
DIRTS DESIRE:
Draped in a wondrous gown of some material
or other complete with sparkling eyes and high
heels—Pat Mahaffey—at the Theta Chi closed
formal—also complete with escort . . .

£ee Qee Aeart.

SUl

-Business Manager
..Circulation Manager

Lavender Shirts?

• • •

TO OFFER this letter for print
is to say that no writer is qualified
to write about his field if he has
not personally run the course of
its problems by experience.
I
cannot agree, either personally or
generally. Incidentally, I am
quite aware of the remarks made
by your conch at the end of last
season which seem to have influenced you so, and also know of
the advice he has now offered as to
how to take care of me should any
dark alley be available. How gullible can you get?
Tom Loomis
Sports Editor

DIRE-SIRE:
Ashes In the coffee to the misguided members
of the football squad who permitted their names
to be linked with the letter to the Editor making
remarks—PERSONAL—about the Sports Editor
of the NEWS ... if the men disagree with his
policies they should so slate, but calling a man
a coward Is not stating a point of disagreement
according to Dlre's way of thinking—If that letter Is an Indication of the thinking policies of
students at Bowling Green I wouldn't wefnt my
children to be educated by teachers trained In
this University . . .
MORE KINGS AND QUEENS:
Pinning follows—Carolyn Kerr and Scott Francis of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. ... Leo
Bascone and Dolly Fior of Lorraln . . . and a
recent middle aisle trip for John Shaw and Betty
Royer, both ex-Bee Gee-essers, married In Dayton .. . Gus Robertson pinned Betty Austin—
news coming from Don Deltesfeld who holds
a place In the special awards division reserved
for correspondents, for his good work ... Virginia
Carwwll pinned to Bob Kasper, of B-W .. . Interesting Item No. 6,874—Al Rosenberg, newly appointed editor of next year's Key and recently
elected prexy of APhiO, rode In an elevator at
the Waldorf-Astoria In New York—so have thousands of other people—but none of them ever
asked Peter Lorre on an elevator if he had
Charlie Share's autograph . . .
PASSi
There Is a vast difference between a bone
race and a political race—In the home race, the
entire hone runt.. .

Why The Rage
For Pink And

still makes it difficult to guarantee
schools enough money to induce
them to play here. The total solution, of course, lies in the erection of a stadium on the south
side ... In the meantime it certainly should be possible to drop
such teams as Findlay, etc. ..."
I understand that scheduling
games for Bowling Green is no
easy task, but am of the opinion
that a defeatest attitude has been
taken. Basketball Coach Harold
Anderson has been able to throw
together one of the best schedules
in the country although our gymnasium is decidedly small and inadequate. This, let it be clear, is
not favoring the basketball team
over the footballers—as I also
have been accused of doing but is
merely an example of what can
be accomplished with limited facilities.

Dire Consequences

PULbutofk PlaidU...

J«sting At Jesters Ball'

ENJOYING THEMSELVES at the -'Master'* Ball" ar. I.ft to right:
Dick Maholm, Mia* S. Richard*, Dick Lenharl, Janat Porter, June
McCuigan, and Harold Haka*.
Delta Phi Beta Club *pon*orad tlii. clotad diner.

Being Fooled On April 7
Is Not Easy To Overcome
By PEC FINNEY
This is the sad lament of my failure to overcome the surprise element connected with April 1 despite the many "years
I have inhabited this earth of practical jokers.
On the night of March 31 when I kicked off the second
houseslipper and settled down to the prospects of a lovely
dream like having a four point at the end of the semester, it
was my solemn resolve not to be
■
I was wide awake by then, but
hoodwinked by any of the campus
jokers when the day of All Fools since it was still early in the mornarrived. Being a woman of strong ing I decided to retire for another
character I did just that. No one hour. It was apparently a good
caught me on the pretext of an un- idea for I almost slept through my
tied shoe or rescuing a billfold eight o'clock.
All through the class on teachhitched to un invisible thread.
ing social studies I thought of a
However, the higher forces that steaming cup of coffee and warm
be must have loked down upon my toast with melting oleo. When
bold impudence with disgust ami the required 50 minutes had
muttered, "We'll take the wind passed I ran home and made a
out of her sails. How does a mad dash for the toaster.
measly mortal think she can outWhile I looked through the mail
wit a tradition that has been car- and noticed who wrote to my
ried on for centuries among hu- housemates my breakfast was
man beings — maybe even with cooking—I thought. But upon rePlato. Certainly she doesn't have turning to Ihe kitchen I soon disthe nerve to rate herself above the covered that the plug had been
master of thought."
pulled. At least I'll have coffee—
A friend was supposed to come I thought. But I failed to rememin for the weekend on the 6 a.m. ber that other people in the house
train and since we arc always cat breakfast and drink coffee,
willing to muke a visitor feel at especially when someone brews it
home we removed ourselves from for them. Oh well—Nescafe isn't
the comforts of bed after post- too bad.
poning the lucious dream till FriNature had another prize packday night, and went to meet the age. Ever since I can remember,
train. The car, being on the tem- April was intended to be a warm
permental side, refused to turn month, especially the first of
over a cylinder (or whatever it is April, to compensate for blustery
that turns over.) While we sat March. But what happened—you
and pleaded with sweet words rcmember-~it snowed on April 1,
and coaxings a taxi drove by with 1948—just as boldly as if it had
our friend inside. After paying been December.
for the cab which she erringly asThe final blow came when I
sumed that we had sent for her, didn't go to my English class bemy friend came back to investi- cause 1 was'nt going to be fooled
gate the difficulty. In the mean- into taking a quiz that didn't
time the owner of the car hnd ob- count. Well, I didn't go und sure
served the commotion at that enough the prof pulled a quiz—
early hour and came out to lend a that counted.
helping hand. The little engine
This lament of a downtrodden
responded to the master's touch spirit could go on, but I am at the
and purred disconsertingly. Then point of breaking into tears over
the blithe rescuer offered to take the failure of my high resolve.
us to breakfast. But since we
But I am happy for one thing.
had contemplated no such action Not one person on this whole
we were not dressed for the part campus—not one in four and a
and were forced to decline the in- half thousand said to me, "April
vitation.
Fool."

"Oh a woman should someday
write the complete philosophy of
men's clothes, no matter how
young, it is one of the things she
wholly comprehends," so says Theodore Dreiser in his novel, "Sister
Carrie."
And when this in mind, the
writer is still wondering why the
budding of lavender and pink
shirts on our campus. We could
say it is spring and leave it at
that.
But it must go back farther.
Possibly to cradle days when
Mama chose pink for baby sister
and blue for brother and baby
brother wanted pink all the time.
Or are the men just trying to
become as daring as the women in
their new styles? It could be that
they are becoming conscious of
matching colors with their complexions.

Fire Victims
Gef
Donations
North Dorm Association led the
campus in donations to the Fire
Fund for the victims of the recent
Annex blaze.
The Association
contributed |26 of the $120 received from organized groups.
General student donations totalled $29.38 in the "Well," while
Beta Sigma, Kappa Sigma, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi, Chi Alpha,
Men's Independent Society, and
Alpha Phi Omega represented the
male groups. Women on campus
were represented by Phi Mu, Theta Phi, Shatzcl Hall, Gamma Phi
Beta, and the Women's Independent Society.
The money will be used by the
students for books and clothing
lost in the fire which caused an estimated $3,000 loss in clothing
alone.
Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, sponsored the
Fund. John Hughes, president of
APhiO, said that personal letters
of thanks are on the way to the
donors.

Noted Author

MAX EASTMAN, well known
author and poet, it ihown artdrea*inf atudenU in the Auditorium
Sunday. HU topic wae, "Enjoyment of Laughter."

'Chi Bowl' Game

Alumni Magazine Enlarged set For Tonight
The pledges of Sigma Chi and
Chi will meet in a "Chi
FromFour To Twenty Pages Theta
Bowl" basketball game tonight at
"The 'Alumni' is the only publication I know of with three issues
of Volume 1, Number 1," declared
I. William Miller, present editor of
this outstanding Bowling Green
publication.
After failures in
1984 and 1941, the first continuing
issue of the "Alumni" was published in April, 1942 by Leonard
Leeenmeyer and Robert Christy,
aided by C. D. Fox who was then
president of the Alumni Association.
This magazine, a house organ
giving campus and ex-grad news,
started as four pages, but has
grown to twenty. It is sent to all
contributors to the gift fund, a
benefit established to pay for the
magazine, grant scholarships, and
carry on alumni work.
"As a matter of fact, oar biggest
worry is to get the "Alumni" out
of the printing shop," laughed Mr.
Miller. The publication date is
irregular, with an issue each January, April, June, August, and

October. The August issue was
mailed free to all graduates whose
addresses aie available.
Next
year's total is expected to reach
some 5,000.
Mr. Miller received his BS in
1933, graduating as president of
his senior class. He later received
his MA; his first teaching job was
at Salem Township School in Oak
Harbor. Positions at Marblehead,
Sylvania, and summer school at
the University kept Mr. Miller
occupied until 1942 when he entered the Navy.
In the spring of 1946 Mr. Miller
assumed his duties on the "Alum-

Two staffers had just come off
second best in an argument with
the editor.
First: "We've got to use psychology on that guy."
Second: "Yeah, CHILD psychology."

9 in the Men's Gym.
The 'Chi Bowl' is an annual affair in basketball and football
between the pledge classes of the
two fraternities.

Freshman Advice
Advice to the freshmen on campus:
Gather good grades while ye
may,
The second year is tougher;
For this same prof that smiles
today
Tomorrow will be rougher.
That year is best which is
the first.
When student and prof are
stranger;
It's not until he knows the
worst
That you're in any danger.
"The Toreador," Texas
Technological College
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REACHING FOR BALLOON decorations at the all-campus dance
last weekend ara students who allandad tha Freshman Claas dance.

Club News
NEWS PHOTO CLUB
The
newly-organised
News
Photo Club elected the following
officers recently: Niles Lindquist,
president; Nedim Capman, vice
president; Nancy Guthrie, secretary; and Carl Lindquist, treasurer.
Purpose of the club is to bring
together people who are interested
in news photography. A special
dark room will be reserved for
members.
.
The club discussed plans to petition Kappa Alpha Mu, national
news photography honorary, and
unanimously approved a constitution.
After the meeting a lecture with
Kodak slides was given by Donald
Peterson, photography instructor
and faculty advisor of the club.
ASSOCIATION OF
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Mrs. Day, although not under
the auspices of the university, has
been asked to speak on a panel entitled, "The Growth of Social
Techniques and Understanding."
Lasting five days, the convention begins April 18 and ends
April 22.
PHI ALPHI CHI
Phi Alpha Chi, accounting honorary, will meet Wednesday, April
13, at 7:30 in 400A. The organization will vote on a change in
the by-laws.
Any member who has missed
three consecutive meetings must
contact the executive committee
for reinstatement.
TUX FOR SALE: Siia 37. Call Robert
Adklne, Sigma Chi House. 12811, between
the hours of 11 and 12 or S and 6 dally.

Mrs.

Cora Day, supervising
at the Ridge Street
"School, will attend the national
convention of the Association of
Childhood Education at Salt Lake
City.
#teacher

FOR SALE: 1930 Modal 'A
coup.
Body, motor, excellent. See Paul Jack. H9
Manv I lie, Phone 9761.
LOST: Eversharp brown fountain pen
with gold top. Contact Marlorle Stout in
Dean Conklln'e ollice. Reward.

ELBOW ROOM HAMBURGER
SHOP

A new "spring" has beef! added
to sorority activities as evidenced
by the amount of Greek news this
week.
Delta Gamma', newly-elected
officers are: Marjorie Charles,
president; Evalee Smith, vice president; Norma Wilhclm, recording
secretary; Donna Walker, corresponding secretary; Chloe Austin,
treasurer; Sally
Squire,
rush
chairman; Lois Ann Mitchell,
pledge mistress; and Barbara
Schlatter, "Anchora" correspondent.
Also their pledge class officers:
Dottie Burger, president; Barbara
Bates, vice president; Jean Whittaker, secretary; and Pat Thompson, treasurer.
Exchange dinners seem to dominate the agenda lately.
Kappa
Deltaa and Phi Delta, exchanged
ten members recently; also Alpha
Xi Dallas with Kappa Sifmaa, Phi
Mils with PiKAs, Delta Gammas
and Delta Tau Deltas, and Sigma
Nus with Phi Mus.
Kappa Delta's alumnae held a
dinner for the pledges—a homecooked supper at that.
Miriam
Mersereau, a Commons-fed freshman, gave a sigh of relief when
she entered the door at the last
minute, just in time to catch up
to her pledge sisters as they were
on their way to the house of alumna Mrs. Etta Richards. The meal
was served in the alum's new
home.
Alpha Xi Delta pledges and
SAE pledges held a party on April
1 at the sorority house.
Recent guests of the Phi Mus
were five members of the Eva
Jessye choir on March 24 and Dr.
and Mrs. Frank J. Prout on March
28. Dean and Mrs. A. B. Conklin
were entertained at dinner by the
Delta Gammas on March 16.
Gamma Phi Beta held a workFALCON'S AMATEUR
RADIO CLUB
The Falcon's Amateur Radio
Club will meet at 8:15 this evening in 200S.
YWCA
Job opportunities, recreational
facilities, and housing in community Young Women Christian Associaitions, will be discussed by Mrs.
Rosa Moody, assistant director of
the Toledo YWCA, in the Rec Hall
tonight at 8.
Students may sign up in the
SCF Office for personal conferences from 2 to 6 this afternoon.

Deluxe Hamburgers with Lettuce, Tomato,
and Mayonnaise
25c
Also, try our Foot Long Hot Dogs

20c
For That

OPEN MON., THURS., 11 a.m.—12p.m.
OPEN PRI., SAT., 11 a.m.—1 a.m.
OPEN SUNDAY, 4:30 p.m.—12 p.m.

C/otkes STILL make ike man

shop for active and alumnae chapters of its provinces I and II over
the March 25 weekend. Activities
included a luncheon at the University Club Saturday afternoon
with Dean Audrey K. Wilder as
guest speaker.
Dr. Frank Prout
spoke at a banquet held in the
Commons that evening. His topic
was "Cooperation Between the
Administration and Organizations
on Campus." Other guests were
Mrs. Prout and Mrs. Olive Cummings, an alumna from Bowling
Green was toast mistress at
the dinner. A Panhellenic breakfast at the Nest Sunday morning
and a luncheon at the house concluded a busy weekend.
Alpha Gamma Dallas held a
coffee hour on March 22 in honor
of their new pledges.
Fifteen
alumnae were present.
Theta Phi held an open house
for the Gamma Theta Nus on Friday, March 25.
Jackie Dohm, Delta Gamma
pledge, was serenaded March 22
by Phi Delta fraternity.
After
the serenade the Phi Deltas were
invited into the sorority lounge
for coftcee and cookies.
"Doc" Windnagel was recently
elected president of Phi Delta fraternity. Other officers are: Bob
Parlette, secretary; Barney WheelFUTURE TEACHERS
OF AMERICA
A state-wide convention of the
Future Teachers of America will
be held April 30 at Bowling Green
State University. Those attending the training conference for
officers will be high school and college advisors, presidents, and secretaries of the FTA.
Guest speakers include Mrs.
Wilda Frecburn Faust, executive
secretary of the National Future
Teachers of America from Washington, D. C.; Harold Bowers, state
coordinator of FTA groups, from
Columbus; and Miss Lucille Carroll, president of the FTA advisors of Ohio, from Wooster.
Future Teachers of America is
composed of high school students
considering teaching as a profession and university students studying education. The one-day convention will sponsor a Bocial evening for the out-of-town participants on Friday night and will begin business affairs on Saturday.
TAP GROUP
Tap dancing groups, under the
direction of Mrs. Rosalyn Newcomer, will meet this evening at 7
p.m. in the South Gym of the Women's Bldg.
BRIDGE CLUB
The Bridge Club will meet in
the Lab School Gym, Monday,
April 11, at 7 p.m.

Simplified System
Used By VA

PROMENADERS

TENNIS
RACQUET

SNACK

112 West Wooster Street

Theta Phi's "Bunny Hop" Saturday night will feature music
provided by Verne Walters and his
er, pledge master; and Don Deites- orchestra from 9 to 12 in the Women's Bldg.
feld, historian.
"Aqua Carousel," the Swan
New officers of Delta Tau Dalta
fraternity are: Don Thomas, presi- Club's water carnival, will take to
dent; Larry Jensen, vice president, tho Natatorium pool ut 8:15 toDick Jensen, treasurer; Al Root,
recording secretary; Bill Sanders, morrow night, Friday, and Saturday for its annual water pageant.
corresponding secretary; Wayne
Connor, sergeant-at-arms; and OrAdvance sale of tickets will be
ville Jenkins, guide.
in the Natatorium office from 1
The annual "Bohemian Brawl"
to 5 p.m. every afternoon. Rewas held by the Dalts Saturday at
served seats are 50 cents.
their house. Bill Licscr was chairAn all-campus dance sponsored
man of th.> affair.
Members of Alpha Tau Omega by the sophomore class will be
held in the Women's Bldg. from 9
started their spring activities with
a wiener roast at Sidecut Park to 12 Friday night.
Friday nighf.
Friday night's movie will be
ATOa serenaded Susie Snydcr, "Captain Eddie," starring Fred
Alpha Chi Omega, last night. She
MacMurrny and Lynn Bari. "Silwas recently pinned to Tom Bur- ver Skates," starring Beiita and
ton.
Kenny Baker, will be the featured
"Dixie Dream Dance," Sigma attraction Saturday night.
The
Chl'a closed formal, was held Sat- movie each night will be shown ill
urday night at the American Lethe PA Auditorium at 7 and 9
gion Hall. Jim Sefert was genp.m.
eral chairman and Walt Bartlett
was in charge of the decorations.
Music was furnished by Verne
Walters Combo.
Pete Lawrence, ex-Ohio WesleyVeterans training under the GI
an, has ' been chosen assistant
Bill—as well as their schools and
pledgemaster of Sigma Alpha Eptraining establishments—will have
silon fraternity.
The SAEs staged an alumni leas paper work to do under a simplified reporting system which
homecoming last weekend. They
entertained at a banquet and at went into effect April 1, Veterans
midnight Saturday with a buffet Administration announces.
Under the new system, VA no
luncheon.
Pledge officers of Pi Theta fra- longer requires monthly progress
reports for veterans in job-trainternity are: Ted Wolfram, presiing establishments.
Information
dent; John Reis, vice' president;
and Dick Merrill, secretary-trea- previously furnished VA in these
monthly reports will be incorposurer.
rated in the report of earnings
Members of Gamma Theta Nu
which veterans submit to VA
fraternity sponsored an informal
dance for their pledges Saturday every four months.
night.
* * *
Theta Chi fraternity entertained
A
CAPPELLA
CHOIR
Gamma Phi Beta sorority at an
open house Sunday afternoon.
A Cappolla Choir presented a
Exchange dinners for last week concert Saturday, April 26, in
were: ATO and Kappa Dalta, Marion, and then traveled to Ohio
Thursday; Sigma Chi and Theta
City's Methodist Church for a SunPhi, Thursday; and SAE and Delta day morning concert. That eveGamma, Wednesday.
ning the group appeared in InOfficers
of
Kappa
Sigma's
dianapolis, fad., at
tho Victory
pledge class are: Lcroy McCord,
Memorial Methodist Church.
president; Jake Hnrdie, vice president; Clare Champion, secretary; DELTA PHI DELTA
and Dick Logan, treasurer.
Delta Phi •Delta, the honorary
ATO pledge class entertained art fraternity, will initiate five
Dalta Gamma pledges with a new members tomorrow night at
"Foolers Frolic" party April 1 at 7 in Room 3 in the Art Bldg.
the ATO house. The evening was
The art members being initiated
rounded out with refreshments,
are: Clifford Leider, George Moldancing, and pranks,
dovan, Marion Gohlke, Norma
a a a
Herge, and Ralph Howarth.
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
FELLOWSHIP
Palm Sunday's Student ChrisNewly-elected officers of the
tian Fellowship program, April 10, Home Economics Club are: Ruth
will feature a movie entitled, "One
Swisher, president; Donna Mae
More Commandment." The picPugh, vice president; Esther Pasture will be shown at 6 p.m. in the
co, secretary; and Geraldine
Rec Hall.
Sauder, treasurer.
JANET DUNSON

IRIS 1RW1N

^

Theta Phi Presents
Saturday Dance

insist on

RESTRINGING

for

Easter

CAIN'S
48 Hour Service

MARCELLE POTATO
CHIPS

RAYMOND'S
Sweet Shop
EAT AT

ADAH'S KITCHEN

GREETING CARDS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
DECORATIONS
STATIONERY
NOVELTIES
CANDY
GIFTS
"Come in and look around,
you are always welcome."

Plans for members to attend the
Folk Dance Festival Saturday,
April 30, at Ohio State will be
made at a special meeting of the
Promenaders Club at 7 tonight.

RADIO
SALES and SERVICE
Tubes -- Batteries

Bill's Radio &
Television
338 So. Main

fW\AP0Ke tW Wfr

115 West Merry Ave.
,_

FINE HOME COOKED FOODS
STEAKS
—
CHOPS — FISH

SPECIALS

•vtnma and look at

This gorgeous fie frolfc-

THE FINE SELECTION OF FINE TIES,
REGALS, CHENAYS, TARMONS . . .
WOOLS, SILKS, KNITS . . . BOWS OR
CRAVAT.

MONDAYS—Hock Duck
TUESDAYS—Italian Spaghetti
WEDNESDAYS—Hungarian Goolash
THURSDAYS—Chow Mein and Chop Soey
SUNDAYS—Fried Spring Chicken
Specials also served to take oat
CATERING PARTY SERVICE
Open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Shop at the

Bee Gee Delicatessen & Carryout
maintained in connection with

THE CAMPUS MENS SHOP
NEAR

»OST

O^PICE

ADAH'S KITCHEN
Lara* auortment of Quality DelicaUitcn Foods and
Liquid RtfretkmenU

Say* Marmadute Moth
To hit girl friend—
"Our banquets are
Now at an endl
And now wa face
An awful plight—
For soon all clothes

Will hold Monltar
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Joe Oe Santis Enjoys
Presenting Performances

Reporter Gathers
Embarrassments

By JOHN RAOABAUCH

Everyone sometime in his life is confronted with a problem that causes him a great deal of discomfort. It is with the
idea of finding the unusual that this week's question, "What
was the most embarrassing situation in your life?", was asked.
"It happened in my first year
here," said Joanne Beauchamp, a
third year gal from Ramsey, N. J.
"I was on a train coming to college when 1 got up to go to the
diner and found I couldn't walk.
I looked down at my feet and saw
my slip had 'slipped.' I stepped
out of it, put it in my pocketbook,
and with a slightly scarlet face
walked on my merry way."

to conduct my first class in college."

Marge Mackie

Joanne
Beauchamp

Bob Ruth

Boh Ruth, a armor from Lakawood, said the incident in hit life
he won't forget happened in hit
first twimming meat in high
tchool. "I wat to excited about
the meet," he taid, "that I ran up
from the locker room to the pool
with my bathing suit in my hand,
much to the embarrattment of my■elf and a few woman tpectatort."
"I watt to attend a formal one
evening," smiled Barbara Jordan,
in her third year hero from Mauinee," nnd decided to convert one
of my formula into a strapless.
The project seemed successful until, in the middle of a dance, I
wished my dress was in its previous condition. Turning: a waltz
into a foxtrot 1 made a bee-line for
the nearest exit leaving my partner dancing by himself."
Pat Mattachione, a tophomora
from Canton, taid that hit oddity
happened a few weekt back. "I
wai going to a formal dance at
tchool one night and before I finithed dretting I had polithed my
black thoea and placed them by my
bed. When I came to put them
on they were gone. After looking
around for them I decided tomeone wat playing a joke and had
taken them over to the torority
house. When I got over there no
one knew anything about it. Already being late 1 had to go to the
dance at I wat, a tux and a pair
of loafers."

Don Nailer

Don Nailer, a junior whote
hometown it Mentor-on-the-Lake.
taid, "I'm not eatily embarratted,
but my face wat red a few yeart
ago when I wat in a night club in
Boston.
1 wat looking for the
cloakroom and much to my chagrin I discovered I had followed
the wrong arrow, winding up in
the women't powder room!"

Students Attend
State Convention
Artina Weaver, Ruth Swisher,
and Barbara Jump represented
Bowling Green Home Economic
students Saturday at the college
club meeting of the Ohio Home
Economic Association meeting in
Columbus.
Laura E. Heston, Eleanor Ruby,
and Martha Purdam attended the
Ohio Dietetic Association meeting
held Friday.
A banquet featured the evening's events and Mis. Edna
White, former head of the Home
Economics Department at Ohio
State and one time director of
the Palmer School of Detroit,
spoke on her recent experiences
in Greece.

Enrolls In Trade
Class In Arizona
Among the 275 students enrolled this semester in the spring
class of The American Institute
for Foreign Trade at Thunderbird
Field, Arizona is one former Howling Green University student,
Ruth P. Miller, registrar of the institute, announced today.
The new student is Allan F.
Glover, '46-47.
PRE-LAW CLUB
Judge. Homer Ramcy, former
Ohio Congressman, will speak
Wednesday, April 13, at a PreLaw Club meeting at 7 in the
Faculty Room of the Nest. Anyone may attend the meeting.

\
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Barbara Jordan Art Mattachiona
"My first day in a Spanish class
at the University of Illinois proved
to be a trying time for me," said
Marge Mackir, a junior whose
home is Rockford, 111. "I walked
into the classroom and sat down
next to a girl and started telling
her how terrible I had heard the
prof was supposed to be.
She
■earned indifferent to the subject
and about two minutes later arose

|
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Cooks Rate High
In Esteem Of
Pi Kappa Alpha
By BOB STEWART
Best liked dishes at the Pi Kappa Alpha house are Mary .lean
Hugus ami Ellie Young, Sunday
cooks.
Kitchen volunteers for Sunday
duty have reached a new high
since the two Alpha Xi girls have
assumed the duties of chefs la
femme.
Neither of them had cooked
previously, and they took the job
thinking it a joke.
Since starting the cooking, the
girls have received no less than
20 proposals of marriage, Tula is
definite proof that the way to a
man's heart is through his stomach.
Sunday cooks receive $3 each
plus any old shirts the buys might
want to donate.

Sigma Psi Omega
Holds Banquet
At a banquet given in the I'nlcon's Nest, Tuesday, March 29,
Sigma Psi Omega honored Charles
V. Vanamnn, of Richmond, Va.
During the banquet, Sigma Psi
Omega's new officers were introduced. Tho officers are: James
McGerry, president; A nt h o n y
Stcere, vice president; Richard
House, secretary; John Cournoyer,
treasurer; Henry Colebnnk, historian; and Rudy Mancini, sergeant at-arms.

Foreign Language
Department Offers
Summer Courses
The Foreign Lnngunge Department li offering two intensive
courses this summer, one in lieginning French, the other in beginning Spanish.
Each course will carry eight
hours of credit ami will cover the
material Included in the regular
academic year in French 101-109
■nd Spanish 101-10U.
Registration will be for the
complete unit nnd for eight hours
of credit. The classes will meet
from 8 to 111 in the morning, with
ihort intermission periods.

For expert service
and advice consult
youi reliable Hudson

dealer.

Carnicom-Dotts
North Main

^

245 North Main

Phone 9471

WHITEHOUSE HAMBURGER
SHOP
YOU ARE ALWAYS

It's 6:30 of a Sunday evening and, having seen the local
cinematic attraction, my roomy and I decide to stay in our
cozy dormitory boudoir and listen to the radio. Casually I
snap on the set and tune to Ozzie and Harriet on NBC. My
roommate taps me on the shoulder and says sweetly, "Say, old
boy, isn't Spike Jones on from CBS?"
Spike Jones!! I count to 10
very slowly, then decide that I'd
better go to 20. Not-that I dislike Spike Jones. Of course not.
It's just that I like to hear sheet
music played from left to right
and top to bottom—not from right
to left and bottom to top.
"Gordie, old man," I reply,
"why don't we listen to the Nelsons tonight? I understand that
Ozzie is really going to put one
over on the family for a change."
"Hut Chuck, Spike is playing
"Rhapsody in Blue" on the washboard. It should be the high point
of the concert season."
I hint that it will surely be the
cleanest number of the season but
nothing will do except for us to
flip a coin. I call "heads." It
comes up tails.
Thirty minutes later the selfstyled president of "Music Lovers
of America" has ended his show in
a final screech of noise and I allow
myself to collapse on the bed. I
am thankfully ready to laugh with
Jack Benny on CBS.

listening to the Electric Theater.
Please, please don't ask me how.
Let's forget the rest but next
week is going to be different.
We're going to toss that coin before supper and one of us is going
to the movie..
That's the only solution unless
all the networks band together.
But then think of all the good programs that would have to be aired
during the morning and afternoon.
And then too, what can the networks do with the soap operas . . .
(I know).

Quill Type Has
Silver Anniversary

Climaxing Quill Type's Silver
Aniversary celebration will be a
dinner to be held at the Methodist
Church, Saturday, April 9. This
organization, composed of Business Education and Business Administration students is among the
oldest on campus and has been
• • •
I SHOULD LIVE so long. active throughout its 25 years of
Gordie has other ideas for who existence.
First organized in 1924 to sponshould be broadcasting simultaneously on NBC but Horace Heidt, sor the state commercial contests,
Quill
Type has developed into a
the poor man's Arthur Godfrey.
Out comes the coin again. I call collegiate chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America, a
"tails." It comes up heads.
We race through Heidt's show national business organization.
to the fateful climax. Judge num- The FBLA has 18 high school
ber one says, "It's Joe by eight chapters in Ohio, six of which
points."
Judge number two—_ Quill Type has installed. Dr. Ed"Joe by ten points." Judge num- win G. Knepper was among the
original founders and has been the
ber three—"Joe by five points."
Now it's Horace Heidt's turn. adviser of the club since that time.
"The winner, and still champion—
FOR SALE: 1928 Chevrolet 2-door s.
Joe."
dan. Five new tires, new clutch and bat.
Here's a rundown on the rest I.ry. Beat oiler take! It. Call 9931. lim
of the evening. At 7:1)0 I want Galloway. ATO.
Amos n' Andy. We listen to Phil
Harris.
At 8 I vote for Fred
FOB SALE: 25-11. trailer. 8' « H' room.
See I. K. Holden. 26 North Rldijo Terrace.
Allen. Sam Spade wins.
Finally comes 8:30 und I get
FOUND: Rina lound at Women'e Bldg.
cagey.
Lum n' Abner are my
in locker room, about Feb. 21. Contact
favorites so I play it foxy and yell
lo Pelrce, Kappa Delta.
my head off to hear the NBC
Theater. What happens? 1 win
for the first time.
AT NINE* BELLS 1 mumble
something about Walter Winchell.
Gordie wants the Manhattan Merry-Go-Round, and we wind up

HUT
Treat yourself to our

CIAZEL lh£Ai<
Fri., Sat.

April 8-9

Open 12:45 Daily
A Technicolor Legend of
The Southwest

"3 GODFATHERS"
with
Johne Wayne and Harry
Carey, Jr.

Hamburgers
Sandwiches
Hot Dogs
Pop Corn

Sun., Tues. April 10-12

Candy

Open 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

:

Wed., Triu.

Apr. 13-14

OPPORTUNITY CLUB
MEETS 2 DAYS

'ARCH OF
TRIUMPH"
<#>*
SS.«* »n<t., ih.
30c-o-copy new*.
■land price —
SI.SO -nd,, ih.
r.flwtar t-y.ar
•»buripl,». price

when you subscribe
through us at the Spe-,_ ..
cial College Rate of only »5.00

with
Ingrid Bergman and
Charles Boyer

LYRIC ,%*&
Fri., Sat.

April 8-9

Open 2:15 Sat.

•QUICK ON THE
TRIGGER"
SS.tS ynd.r Ik.
20r-*-€Ofty Mwt•rand price —

MMIM

>*•»

reveler l-y.ec
• VBMriptlM pfke

WELCOME

Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly,
and Esther Williams
In a gay Technicolor Musical

"TAKE ME OUT TO
THE BALL GAME"

Rates

Si is

RADIO REPAIR

with
Chas. Starrett and
"Smiley" Burnette

Sun., Mon.

April 10-11

Open 2:15 Sun.

"KIDNAPPED"

and
We Deliver

By CHUCK ALBURY

(All varieties)

ENTERPRISE PAINTS

for

FLOWER GIFTS

* •

H0E

HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES

CORSAGES

•

In HIGH SCHOOL, Joe was
often called upon to be toastmaster or to direct many functions, and he did much to promote
talent shows. In the Navy, he was

master of ceremonies on his ship
and appeared in the Eddie Peabody and Claude Thornhill's shows.
He also did original routines for
both Admiral Halsey and Admiral
Nimitz.
Since he came to Bowling Green
in the fall of '46, he has been
traveling around Northern Ohio
putting on shows and making a
name for himself. He often takes
a singer and piano player with him
or hires other unusual talent for
his variety programs.
His name has reached many
areas outside of Ohio however,
and recently Hollywood Productions Inc., producers of "The Best
Is Yet To Come," offered him a
job in their new picture, "The
I.awton Story."
Joe turned it
down however for he was determined to finish this semester and
would like to receive his college
degree next June.
• • e
SURPRISINGLY enough, Joe
has many other interests and talents besides show business.
He
enjoys painting country scenery
and took an art course before he
entered Bee Gee.
He also collects proverbs, clever sayings, and
jokes which come in mighty handy
when he is digging up ideas for a
new show.
Of all his audiences, Joe likes to
entert.iin old folks best. "I like
to watch their faces," he said with
much expression, "and their reactions to all the old songs."

WOODCO HEATING

SHOP

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

By JANE CARLTON
"Oh Mammy — my Mammy!
Did ya know I'se sittin' on top ob
de world! On account a it ain't
rainin' rain at all!" sings the Al
Jolson of Bee Gee, talented Joe
De Santis.
This tall, black-haired junior
from Lorain, is a performer at
heart and can keep an audience in
stitches or in awe with everything
from a Jolson to Lionel Barrymore or nny of his other routines.
A speech major, Joe comes from
a musical family and performed
before groups since he was four
years old. Both from Italy, his
mother was an opera singer, and
his father a "singing" policeman,
and when Joe was a small child
they taught him many of the Itaiian folklore dances.
Particularly interested in comics, he enjoys Milton Ilerlc's tree,
spontaneous humor the best, and
hopes someday to he just such a
comedian.
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Over The Top

Falcon Baseball Squad Set
For Tough 13 Game Card

WITH THE
FALCONS

By GENE VEVERKA

A 13-game schedule for the Bowling Green baseball
club lias been released by the Athletic Department with the
Falcons playing host to the Hillsdale nine in the opening tilt
April 16 on the Bee Gee diamond.
Following the opener with the Hales, who they hammered
in their last meeting two years ago 8 to 4, the Stellermen will

By TOM LOOMIS

Softball Heads

The Anderson Rumor
John Carrqll apparently has not given up the hope that Harold
Anderson, Falcon basketball mentor, will coach the Blue Streaks'
1949-50 cage team. "The Carroll News," student newspaper at
that university, recently printed the following quotation:
"The possibility that Carroll may have a new basketball
coach next fall is highly possible. Not entirely baseless rumors
have it that Harold Anderson, who built a national powerhouse at
Bowling Green University, will be the successor to luckless Norb
Rascher." The article went on to support the idea that Anderson
will possibly serve as basketball coach at Carroll and director
of the college cage schedule at the Cleveland Arena.
Here at Bee Gee, Andy apparently has made no official decision. The financial improvement would be great and he must
weigh this consideration against the security his present position
as Athletic Director offers. Harold Anderson has started to build
from the bottom twice before and might even enloy doing it again.
Bee Gee fans realize that while there probably are several
superior coaches in this country, none of them could be hired for
the kind of money this university has to hand out. Bowling Green
has the biggest bargain in the nation in Andy and every Falcon
supporter must be keeping his fingers crossed in the hope that
he will remain in the Falcon fold.

Share Makes AP All-Ohio
The curtain doesn't seem to want to drop on the basketball
show as All-Opponent and other All-Star teams are being announced.
Yesterday Associated Press announced Its All-Ohio selection.
Chuck Share, Falcon center, was placed on the first team and
Captain Mac Otten was awarded a second string forward berth.
Stan Weber and Red Speicher, forwards most of the year, were
named to guard spots on the honorable mention lists.
Coaches, sports writers, and officials were listed as having
entered ballots. Two Ohio Wesleyan stars, Jim Mlllhon and
Chuck Buttermore, Ralph Richter of Cincinnati, and Paul Schnackenberg of Miami completed the first string.

Bee Gee Spring
Intramural Slate
RAY WINKLER, »c. Falcon timber topper, lead, the p.rade in
Saturday's high hurdle event. After running second to Bob Conroy
for two years Ray appears to be in for his share of the glory at last.

Eleven Report
For Net Team

Twenty-one Men
Report For Early
Golf Workouts

Coach Clyde Parker is bunking
on five returnini; lettermen to
carry the burden for the Falcon
tennis team doting a louuh 12meet slate which is tentatively
scheduled to open at Ohio Wesleyan April 16.
The five are
Bub Cains, John Marine, .lames
GeiRer, William Pickett, and Harry Thomason.
Parker plans to carry a nincinan squad, six regulars and three
reserves.
Hanking and doubles
combination! hnve not yet been
determined.
In addition to the letternien,
Curtis Sykora, Tom Miller, John

Coach Don Cunningham, of the
Hee Gee coif team, has announced
that he has 21 candidates for the
11)49 squad.
Workouts will be limited to the
university links until after Easter,
when the teams will be able to use
the Country Club course.
Capt. Moe Seiple, Chuck Hunter, and Hooper Jones form the
nucleus of the team.
Barr, Huck Teater, Fritz Plinke,
and Tom Losh are also trying out
for the team. Coach Parker plans
to pick his squad from these 11
men.

Varsity Track Team Defeats Freshmen Squad 86-41
Frosfi Strong In Distance as ffilgore Takes Mile, Whittaker Wins Two Events
By GENE D1NKEL
An experienced Bowling Green
varsity track team downed the
freshman squad last Saturday
86-41. But the victory wasn't as
easy as it might appear, for the
frosh showed plenty of power in
the distance events, and gave the
varsity a run for their money in
the other events.
Frank Kilgorc, frosh speedster,
slipped off the mile in 4:44.6 to
take the laurels in that event.
Then in the two-mile run, Kilgore and Detwiler finished in a
dead heat, to bring home more
points for the frosh. Time for the

two-mile was 10:55.7.
The 440 and 100 yard dashes
were taken by Mesloh and Jordan
respectively, of the varsity, while
Perrin and Conners ran second for
the freshmen. Bob Weaver and
Don Sazima copped the 880 and
the 220 in that order for the varsity. The times were, 2:01.8 and
■22.6.
The hurdle events were split.the
frosh taking the 220 low hurdles
with lladar's :25.2 and Winkler
brought home the bacon for the
varsity in the 120-yard high hurdles. Both the mile and the 800-

yard relays were won by the varsity. The time in the mil* *il
8:81 and the 800 was run in 1:84.
Vcrn Stroud wus the only frosh
to win an event in field events.
His 5'10" in the high jump could
not be topped.
Jim Whittaker
won the pole vault with a ll'O"
mark ,and also took the broad
jump with a 81*11" jump. Bruce
King and Stan Weber tied for first
in the shot put with heaves of
44'9". The discus throw was a
three way tie among King, Weber,
and Fox.
These performances indicate a

plenty strong Bowling Green track
team for this year, with a lot of
good freshmun material coming
up. Newly appointed track Coach
Dave Matthews and this squad
should be bringing home a number of victories this year. The
team opens its season against Ohio
University this Saturday.
The complete schedule follows:
April
9 at Ohio University
23
27
30
May
7
17
21
28

H1LLSDALE
at Hillsdale
at Central Michigan

MICHIGAN NORMAL
at Baldwin Wallace
TOLEDO
Baldwin-Wallace Relays at Boroa

Large-scale spring intramural
sports activity is in store for Bowling Green, according to plans announced by Dave Mathcws, intramural director, this week.
Tho
major emphasis will be on Softball.
Fraternity bigball play was initiated Monday as 14 teams opened
a round-robin schedule.
Games
are listed for each Monday and
Friday. Mathews expects approximately 40 entries for the independent Softball leagues. Teams will
be accepted on a first-come, firstserved basis and no entries will be
accepted after 6 p.m., Friday April
8.
Action will take place each
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday beginning Tuesday, April 12.
All equipment will be furnished
except gloves.
Entries for independent tennis
teams must also be in by Friday,
April 8.
Plans for intramural
track will be announced later.
In fraternity handball, Gamma
Theta Nu protected its League 1
lead by whitewashing the Pi K A's
6 0 to remain undefeated. Kappa
Sigma took its fourth match
against a single loss, 6-0 from
Theta Chi, to lend League II.

Falcon Matman
Rated High
Three Falcon wrestlers placed
in the 1949 National Junior AAU
Wrestling Championships held at
Clearfield, Pa., last week.
Tony Bonito placed third in tho
136 pound class, Dick Logan took
fourth in the 145 pound division,
and Hart Hursh finished fourth
among the heuvyweights.
Logan is a freshman at Bowling
Green.
Tony Lani, of the Toledo
YMCA, who traveled with Coach
Bob Leiman and the falcons, was
victorious in the 191 pound class.

■fW5mocrtr, can a SWi'nj sotyhe,?
Hear Sam Donahue playing

(A CAPIIOl KECORDINO)

... and you'll know!
Sara Donahue's new waxing is a real something. Yes! It's
smooth, it's swingy, it's something terrific for a fast Lindy-or
what-do-you-do? In music, Sam knows that whether you dance
it fast or slow-you'll want it smooth. And when it comes to
cigarettes, Sam himself wants a cool, smooth-smoking cigarette. That's why Sam says, "Camels suit my 'T-Zone' to a T.
Camels are the mildest cigarette I've ever smoked-and they
taste great, too!"

head south to Oxford whore they
will battle the Miami outfit which
won the Mid-American Conference
championship last year.
Coach Warren Steller's boys will
play Wayne, Lawrence Tech, Ohio
Wesleyan, Michigan Normal, and
Toledo on a home-and home basis.
The Toledo fracas will be at
Swayne Field in Toledo under the
lights, May 27, and will wind up
the season.
The Rockets, who split in two
games with the Falcons last year,
have lost four of their key players
but they can't be counted out even
if they have to, as one Toledo
scribe puts it, "start all over to
mold another club together."
Kent State, which edged out the
Falcons in a 6 to 5 thriller last
season, will play Hee Gee here in
a single game to round out the
18-gsUUI schedule.

The Khedule!
April

IS
16
21
29
30
May

HILLSDALl:
LAWRENCE TECH
OHIO WESLEYAN
ul Wayne
.11 Miami

,ii Michigan N
TOLEDO
ol Lawrence Toch
KENT STATE
21 al Ohio Wesleyan
25 MICHIGAN NORMAL
27 al Toledo (night)

BEHIND THE BACKSTOP
Pitcher Ray Roob if* itching for
another crack nt the Ohio Wesleyan nine this year. Last season,
it Itishop hatter spoiled his perfect
name by boating out a scratch hit
to the infield . . . The enow fence
which will be put up for the Falcon |imei ■liould prore a fair target for S'ellar's sluggers.
The
fence will measure off 279 feet at
the right field foul pole, 315 in
right center, 360 in dead center,
330 in left center and then taper
off to 300 at the foul pole in the
left field . . .Hee Gee hurlers are
having more trouble with legH
than with arms this spring. Lou
Cross is nursing a Charlie horso
while Ray Hegstrom is bothered
with a recurrence of an old ankle
injury. Tom Nolan is the latest
newcomer to the ailing list with a
turned ankle
. . Clevelander
Rudy Marijanovich demonstrated
the Boudreau way of playing
shortstop in the intrasquad game
Saturday when he caught a torrid
linedrive while diving in mid-air
and then, while lying flat on his
stomach, flipped the ball to second
base to double the runner off . . .
Title of Steller's Saturday Slugger
goes to (till Lute who banged out
a triple and single in three trips.
Hill who has been playing left field
might be the answer to the first
base question ... A promising prospect for an outfield berth is John
Grill who hm been meeting the
ball well in the spring workouts.
Grill hammered a tremendous
triple to deep left field in the intrasquad game . . . Hurling two
innings, sophomore Dick Zbornick
set three men down on strikes displaying an amazing fast ball,
curve, and drop—along with a bil
of wildness. With a little more
experience, this tireballer could
prove a valuable asset to the Falcon start .

SPRING TIME . .
SWEATER TIME

4JovvMiy) can a cigarette b&?
Smoke CAMELS for 30 DAYS
-and you'll know!
In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked only Camels for 30 days-an average of one to
two packs a day- noted throat specialists, after making weekly
examinations, reported

NOT ONI SINGLE CASI OP THROAT
IRRITATION DUI TO SMOKING

Sweaters dry cleaned
and fluffed at
4/r*^i-aRn.-£ Keaue/m'

TIT

Camels sod lest them at roe

are aoc coemnced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked,
retain tl.e peckage with the unused Camels and we will refund its fall
purchase prior, plus postage. (Sifntd) ■_ }. Retooldj Tobecco Company,
Winston-Selem, North Carolina.

Sammy's
Dry Cleaning
Across From Kohl Hall
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Alpha Phi Omega Gives
Explanation Of Policy
An explanation of the recent request for cooperation in raking
and seeding the campus grass
areas is forthcoming from Alan
Rosenberg, chairman of the grass
campaign for Alpha Phi Omega,
national service fraternity.
"Students will be more prone to
observe regulations regarding
walking on the grass if they have
a part in mnking it grow," he said.
"Furthermore, the number of University employees who can be used
for this work is limited. It would
take the stuff weeks to do what the
students can and have been doing
in a few hours."
Mr. Rosenberg pointed out in an
interview with n reporter that
Alpha Phi Omega hns undeitaken
the project at the request of Student Senate and has been asking
for help from other groups by
reason of that request.
The body of the work, such as
sign placing, painting, and admini.lnitive work Is being done by
the service fraternity with other

Court Rules
Against Parking
On Fraternity Row
Fivo students were found guilty
by the Student Court last Wednesday for parking violations.
Parking on the inside drive
around Fraternity Row is definitely a parking violation, the court
decided.
Fraternity men have
been warned about this rule as it
is a hazard in case of fire.
A fine of $5 can be levied by
the Court on those who failed to
register new license plate numbers
by April 1.

Teachers Visit
Toledo Museum
Elementary teachers went to
Toledo Tuesday, by bus, to attend
the exhibit of European masterpieces displayed at the Toledo Museum of Art.

Blood Types Taken
Checking of blood for a blood
type file will begin Friday afternoon under the sponsorship of Alpha Phi Omega, national service
fraternity and the Pre-Med Club.
The purpose of this file will be
to have the blood type of prospective donors on hand in case of
emergency on the campus or in
the community.
Blood will be typed in Room
801 of the Science Hldg. from
I to I p.m. Fridny.

groups raking and seeding special
areas.
"Keeping off the grass is the
best way I know to keep Bowling
Green's reputation for a fine-looking campus intact," commented the
future editor of the Key.

Class Will Test
Student Hearing
Dean Arch B. Conklin, president
of the Ohio Association of Deans,
will lead a discussion on the overall organization and administration of student personnel when
the association meets April 8 in
Columbus.
Other topics to be discussed are
the extent of student self-government, techniques of coordination
or clarifying working relationship of counseling services and
class room teaching, and personal
adjustment counseling In regard
to the problems confronting the
student while on campus.
Deun Conklin will also attend
the meeting of the National Association of Deans and Advisers of
Men in Chicago on April 12.
Trends in administrative organization will be the topic of discussion
with Dean Robert M. Strozier of
University of Chicago as chairman.

U.S. Civil Service
Exams Planned
The U. S. Civil Service Commission has announced examinations
for cartographic aid and cartographer.
Salaries for cartographic aid
survey jobs range from $2,162 to
$3,727 a year; and, for cartographers or chartmakers, from
$4,470 to $7,4.'12 a year. Most of
the jobs to be filled are in Washington, D. C, and vicinity; a few
cartographic aid jobs are in mobile field units operating in various
areas throughout the country.
No written test is required. To
qualify, applicants for cartographic aid positions must have had
from 3 months to 5 years, and for
cortographer positions, from 6 to
8 years of appropriate technical
experience.
For jobs paying
$2,41*8 and higher, part of the required experience must be in survey, photogrammetry, and/or compilation work.
Substitute School Study
Pertinent high school or college
study may be substituted for all or
part of the experience, depending
upon the salary grade of the position for which application is made.

IARMAN'

Debate Teams Tangle
In First Round Of Tourney
Results of Round One of the
All-Campus Debate Monday night
are: Delta Gamma won over Kappa Sigma, Phi Delta won over
Alpha Phi, and Men's Independent
Society won over Sigma Chi.
The debate question was, resolved: That the traditional grading system should be abolished in
universities and colleges in the
United States.
The next round will be held
Thursday, April 21, at 7 p.m. in
the Rcc Hall with all teams participating. The schedule will be:
Thota Chi, affirmative, vs. Pi
Thcta, negative; Kappa Delta, affirmative, vs. Chi Omega, negative; Alpha Phi, affirmative, vs.
MIS, negative; Off-Campus ('tub,
affirmative, vs. Pi Kappa Alpha,
negative; Delta Tau Delta, affirmative, vs. Chi Alpha, negative; Alpha Gamma Delta, affirmative, vs.
Alpha Tau Omega, negative; Kappa Sigma, affirmative, vs. Phi Delta, negative; and Delta Gamma,
affirmative, vs. Sigma Chi, negative.
At 8 p.m. in the Rcc Hall the
following teams meet:
Kappa Delta, affirmative, vs.
MIS, negative; Phi Delta, affirmative, vs. Pi Kappa Alpha, negative;
Pi Thota, affirmative, vs. Zeta
Beta Tau, negative; Chi Omega,
affirmative, vs. Kappa Sigma, negative; Theta Chi, affirmative, vs.

s
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Delta Gamma, negative; Alpha Xi
Delta, affirmative, vs. Off Campus
Club, negative; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, affirmative, vs. Delta Tau
Delta, negative; an West Hall
drew a bye.

Dean Conklin
Leads Discussion
Students can now have their
hearing tested by members of the
university audiometry class. Appointments for tests may be scheduled in the Speech Office.
The results of the tests will be
filed for future reference.
Miss Adeline McClelland, assistant professor of speech, has
charge of the class.
Students enrolled in the audiomerty class are required to give
50 audiomctric tests as a term assignment.

By KATHY ARNOLD
The "Big Top" takes to the
water tomorrow evening when 31
Swan Club members present their
annual swimming pageant, "Aqua
Carousel." Side shows and featured acts are scheduled for the
three-night showing.
Sports Day
Gaining the peace pipe was just
one type of victory over the University of Toledo.
Falconcttes
won the Volleyball Sports Day last
Saturday in the Women's Bldg. by
defeating the coeds of the University 46-17.
Pat Vannorsdall, Dorothy Neander, Trois Wood, Verna Harting,
Marie Kinney, Jean Stiffney, Donna Lea, Kay Ward, and Dorothea
Cepik played on the Bee Gee team.
Tennii Club
Tennis Club scheduled its first
meeting of the spring season Saturday morning at 10 on the courts.
The club is open only to advanced
players.
All-Star Came
The all-star volleyball game will
be played tomorrow afternoon at
4 in the North Gym of the Women's Bldg. Teams will be chosen
tonight.
Faculty Dtmei Practice
Faculty of the Women's Physical Educution Dept. are practicing volleyball in the spare hours
of their schedule to get in trim to
play the four major physical education classes.
The first game
is scheduled for next Monday at
4 p.m. in the North Gym of the
Women's Bldg.
Bowling Tournament
An Intra-campus Howling
Tournament is scheduled for Friday afternoon at 4:30 at the bowling alleys. Only about four teams

have signed up to enter the contest. What has happened to the
bowling talent on this campus?
WRA Meeting
All members of the Women's
Recreation Association board will
meet this afternoon at 5 in the
Student Room of the Nest.
Softball Ornnl.fi
Softball team entries must be
submitted to Miss Dorothy Fornia
at the Women's Physical Education office by B p.m. today. Practice games will start next week.

2 Students Attend
UNESCO Meeting
Representatives from Bowling
Green State University to the
Second National Conference of
the U.S. National Commission for
UNESCO, in Cleveland March 81
to April 2, were Kathy Arnold
and Libby Earnest.
Three thousand delegates representing approximately 1000 national
voluntary organizations,
state and community councils, colleges, and universities, the State
Department, the U.N., and 28 foreign countries, were present at
the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization conference.
The purpose of_the conference
was to give information on
UNESCO's program and on the
work being done by organizations,
institutions and communities of
the U.S. in furthering UNESCO
objectives; and to stimulate further activity in the U.S. during
the next two years on UNESCO
objectives.

Correction
The BEE GEE NEWS staff
apologizes to the freshman class
in reference to the "Neptune
Frolic" story in last week's paper.
Only one streamer fell down, not
all the decorations as was implied.

